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UNIT DATA
Unit designation:

Dustair size

Reference / Serial No.

E

Fan / motor designation:

Tube Filter Unit

Kw, 2 pole, 415v, 3ph, direct drive.

Anti-spark features on fan: Yes / No
Explosion Relief fitted:

Yes /No

Attenuation fitted:

Yes / No

Rated duty:

cfm @

” WG (

m3/s @

Pa) external.

Customer / site:
Date of manufacture:

BEFORE USING THE EQUIPMENT
General
The manufacturer does not accept any liability for damage to the product or personal
injury caused by non-observance of the safety instructions in this manual, or by
negligence during installation (where installation is not performed by Dustair ltd.), use,
maintenance and repair of this product.
Specific working conditions and / or connected equipment may require additional safety
instructions. Please contact your supplier or Dustair Ltd if you detect a potential danger
when using this product.
The user of this product is always fully responsible for observing the local safety
instructions and regulations.
Observe all safety instructions and regulations which apply to machinery or similar
connected items.
User Manual
All persons using this product must be familiar with the contents of this manual
and observe the instructions herein.
The management should instruct the personnel in accordance with the manual and
observe all instructions and directions given.
Never change the order of the steps to perform.
Always keep a copy of this manual with the product.
This product should be used only by authorized, trained personnel.
This manual is intended to cover a range of units. Therefore some aspects may not
apply to your particular unit.
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GETTING STARTED – A QUICK GUIDE FOR USE AFTER INSTALLATION
Switching on
1. Check for any obvious obstructions in ductwork.
2. Check dust level in collection hopper and bin(s) at unit base. Empty if necessary
following any appropriate precautions relating to personal protection against
inhalation of contaminants and their disposal.
3. Check the integrity of any sleeves or seals connecting the collection bin(s) to the
unit hopper. Any rips or other defects must be reported and logged.
4. Ensure unit access door(s) are closed and their latches engaged.
5. Switch unit on by a single press of the green button on the associated electrical
control box. The fan will start and the unit and connected inlet ductwork will now
be under negative pressure. Units having a fan motor power above 7.5kw (10hp)
are usually wired „star-delta‟ and a second run up in the fan will be heard shortly
after the first.
6. When the filter unit is running, do not:Open any access door on the filter unit
Remove any dust collection bin
Perform any maintenance work
Allow items such as gloves or other rubbish to be sucked into ductwork
Cleaning of internal filters / Switching off
This should be done at regular intervals during a normal shift, such as break times, as
well as at the end of shift.
1. Press the red button (or button marked „stop/clean‟) on the associated electrical
control box. The fan will begin to slow, although may take several minutes to
come to a complete stop. The fan rotation cannot usually be seen from outside the
unit.
2. After an adjustable time delay, the shaker motor will operate for a length of time
(again user adjustable), mechanically removing accumulated dust from the surface
of the internal filters. Not all dust will be removed – this is normal.
3. Do not restart the filter unit fan or attempt to remove the dust collection bin(s) for
at least five minutes after the shaker motor has finished operating.
4. Rotary valve discharge – If a rotary valve is present on the hopper dust discharge,
it is usual for this to run continuously during normal running and cleandown.
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General DOs and DO NOTs

DO:Observe all safety precautions
Regularly check unit and ductwork for damage and obstructions, clearing where
necessary
Empty collection bin(s) regularly
Switch unit off at regular intervals in order to clean the internal filters, as described above
Log any defects or concerns relating to the operation of the unit and duct system
Have the unit and duct system tested annually in accordance with HSE / COSHH
requirements

DO NOT:Open access door(s) or remove bin(s) while unit is running
Enter the unit or perform any maintenance on the unit unless electrically isolated
Attempt to modify any part of the equipment or attached duct system
Allow foreign matter to enter duct system (e.g. gloves, general waste, etc.)
Run the unit with the main access door(s) open or ajar
Run the unit without the dust collection bin(s) in place and sealed
Run the unit without any filter bags
Switch unit on and off in quick succession
Switch unit off using isolation switch unless a clean-down is not required
Allow the internal filter bags to get wet or damp
Allow rotary discharge valve (where fitted) to become blocked
Remove bin(s) or open access door(s) without wearing a dust mask or similar
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INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
FOR STANDARD TUBE FILTRATION UNITS
DESCRIPTION
The range of tubular type filters are intermittently rated utilizing a variety of woven and
non-woven fabrics to remove dust from a contaminated airstream. The units comprise of
zinc coated mild steel sheets finished in standard BS 18E53 light blue paint and are
normally supplied in two sections.
The upper section comprising a bag housing with either a hand or mechanical shaker
facility, integral exhaust fan set with access doors for cleaning and maintenance. The fan
can be housed within an acoustic attenuator with access doors again for maintenance and
electrical wiring.
The other section comprises of a hopper assembly with mating central flange to suit the
underside of the upper portion with circular or square dust collections bins at the base of
the unit. These are designed for collecting the contaminate material filtered from the
airstream and shaken free from the filter media utilizing either a mechanical vibratory or
hand shaker facility.
The units are fitted with various types of exhaust fans rated for volume and pressures
applicable to the application driven by totally enclosed fan colled (TEFC) electrical
motors. The standard of equipment is rated to an IP55 specification and are either
prewired to electrical starter panels on the outside of the unit or alternatively, to an
electrical junction box. Unless otherwise specified all of the electrical equipment is
suitable for 3-phase/415 volts/50Hz electrical supply.
OPERATION
The contaminated air is drawn from an exhaust system into the filter hopper where presettlement will occur with the heavier particles falling out from the airstream and
collecting in the base of the unit. The finer fraction is then drawn up into the filter mat by
the exhaust fan above where it is retained on the inner surface of the filter media. The
cleaned air passes through the filter media and is drawn through the exhaust fan to
discharge to atmosphere.
Discharge can be fitted with an acoustic attenuator and may be ducted either to the
interior or exterior of the factory. The dust retained on the inner surface of the filter
media remains in position until the exhaust fan is switched off, at which point the heavier
fraction will fall freely into the hopper of the unit, whilst the lighter fraction, which may
adhere to the filter media will require removal with a mechanical shake system.
When a mechanical shaker system is fitted, after a delay of approximately one minute for
the fan to come to rest, an automatic shaker device comes into operation. The motorised
6

mechanical cleaning system vibrates the filter support frame, causing a mechanical
movement of the filter media, breaking free any internal dust cake and allowing this to
fall into the hopper of the unit.
At the base of the unit either bins or plastic bags may be fitted within which the material
will collect for manual removal. Once clean down of the filter media has occurred, the
equipment may then be restarted. Within the control panel, if mechanical shakers are
fitted, an electrical interlock prevents the fan from operating during the cleaning cycle.
The intermittent rating of the filter would require the filter unit to be switched off
nominally every four hours, however, variations in the loading applied to the filtration
unit may require either extension or shortening of this period.
The mechanical equipment attached to the filtration unit may function without warning
therefore, under all circumstances when either maintenance or inspection of the
equipment is carried out, all of the equipment must be electrically isolated. Any electrical
work on the equipment must be carried out by only authorised or qualified persons, as
must any mechanical work. During bin emptying suitable personal protective equipment
must be worn, including any necessary masks, gloves or protective overalls.
INSTALLATION AND ASSEMBLY
Under normal circumstances the installation and assembly of the filtration unit would be
carried out by Dustair engineers, however should the work be carried out by alternative
personnel details of the equipment assembly and installation instructions can be provided
upon request. Should this information be required at any time contact Dustair Limited.
ELECTRICAL
All electrical installations must be carried out by qualified electrical engineers and must
be in compliance with current legislation. Details of electrical wiring diagrams, loads and
specifications of equipment can either be found within this user manual or can be
provided upon request. Consult motor plate for correct wiring and link configuration in
terminal box.
The standard of equipment is rated to an IP55 specification and are either prewired to
electrical starter panels on the outside of the unit, an electrical junction box or to a the
starter remotely sited by the customer dependent upon site requirements . Unless
otherwise specified all of the electrical equipment is suitable for 3-phase/415 volts/50Hz
electrical supply. Wiring to the unit must include a means of isolation and on remote start,
local isolation, all to be provided by the end user‟s suitably qualified personnel on site.
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MAINTENANCE
At all times when carrying out maintenance and inspection the units must be
electrically isolated and a minimum of three minutes must be allowed from the
stopping of the fan before opening any access doors. This ensures that any rotating or
mechanical parts will have come fully to rest before attempting inspection or
maintenance.
Similarly, before carrying out any maintenance, suitable personal protective
equipment must be provided, including masks, gloves, protective overalls etc.
The following tools will be required as a minimum for any maintenance on the
equipment.
1. 2 off 19 and 17mm ring spanners.
2. 3mm allen key.
3. 24mm spanner
Before operating the equipment you must ensure that all access doors are closed and
locked into position, none of the seals are damaged or perforated and that any access
doors or connections on the ductwork system are closed/connected.

The following items should be checked DAILY:
1. Inspect the local exhaust ventilation system to ensure that there are no blockages
or accumulation of material within the system. This includes inspection adjacent
to any bends, flexible joints or within hoods connections, as blockages will
prevent the correct operation of the equipment.
2. Inspect the mechanical integrity of the dust extraction system to ensure that there
are no perforations, breaks or wear holes within the equipment. This would
include the inspection of any flexible hoses to ensure that these are not perforated,
as again any air leakage will reduce the efficiency of the exhaust system.

The following items should be checked WEEKLY:
1. Isolate the electrical supply and inspect shaker mechanism for tightness of bolts, in
particular shaker motor holding pins. (See drawing number MAINT1 for details).
2. Inspect external of filter bags to see if there is any sign of dust, which indicates
leakage.
3. Inspect filter element retaining rods; ensure they are not bent or protruding from
the support (see drawing number MAINT3 for details).
4. Inspect filter dust collection bins for any collected material. If the bins are greater
than 50% full they should be emptied. Regularity of emptying will depend upon
loading the equipment is subject to and a regular system for cleaning and emptying
will need to be set up dependent upon usage and loading. Before emptying bins a
minimum of five minutes must be allowed from the shake down period to allow
for any light dusts to settle within the hopper. Ensure that at all times when
8

emptying bins or handling of the collected materials is carried out, suitable masks
and personal protective equipment are used.
5. Check main hoppers to see if there is any indication of bridging or blocking.

The following items should be checked MONTHLY:
1. Inspect filter element to see if there are any signs of leakage. Inspect all filter tubes
to ensure that they are secured firmly at the base and that they are held on to the
support hooks on the top frame. If any of these are loose, retention top hoods by
screwing down aero top nuts where they pass through tubular hook carriers. Ensure
that the bag retaining discs are still fitted and are not worn. If any bags are loose at
their base or show signs of leakage check that the cuff at the base is securely fixed
in the tube plate. (If of the old type check that the sleeve is tight on the spigot and
that the retaining clip is secured). If leakage is still evident check for tears in or
wear in the elements and replace if necessary. On abrasive materials wear can
sometimes take place at the base of the bags and holes appear where the bags are
eroded. Again, elements must be replaced.
2. Lubricate support hangers inside unit carrying shaking frame. These are at the top
of the unit and contain small oilite bushes on units 125 - 500 and are rose bearings
on units 600 - 1000.
3. Lubricate ball/rose type bearings on the end of the shaker push rods. Injecting
ordinary grease through the small grease nipple provided should lubricate these. A
needle type injector will be required.
4. The interior of the ductwork system should be checked to ensure that no
accumulated or settled out material is within the ductwork. On standard fully
opened systems any accumulated material must either be removed from the
interior of the ductwork or when the plant is running be displaced to allow this to
be drawn along the system to the filter unit. On permutation systems where
separate legs of the system may be isolated any one time accumulation of the
material may occur in some of the furthest branches on the system and our
recommendation would be that this be cleared on a monthly basis as minimum,
however may require a reduction to a weekly basis if the branches are isolated on a
more regular basis. Material can either be removed from the interior of the system
by utilizing manual means, or alternatively, can be swept free by the application of
the following system: Close all of the access doors and dampers throughout the system.
Starting at the furthest point from the system open the dampers on the machines to
allow air to sweep into the system and clear the branches to each of the machines.
Progressively moving towards the filtration unit the dampers to the various items
of equipment should be opened and similarly any access doors adjacent to the
branches. At the time when the access doors are opened any material that is
deposited or jammed within the ductwork should be broken free and either
manually removed or allowed to be drawn along the ductwork system.
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The following items should be checked SIX MONTHLY:
1. Check that the main fan is running smoothly without excessive vibration and
that the fan retaining bolts at the top of the unit are remaining tight. If there is
any excessive vibration, contact the suppliers of the unit.
2. If the unit is supplied with automatic starter panel including shut down and
shake facilities, check that the run down time (normally 30 seconds) is
sufficient before shaking mechanism is automatically engaged and that the
shaking period is sufficiently long enough. Also check the electrical
contracts for timing of shake and inspect contactors for excessive burning or
sparking.
3. Check that the door seals are intact since lack of integrity will allow air to be
drawn into the unit, reducing filter efficiency. If these are damaged, contact
supplier to supply replacement seals
4. Check that the drawer seals, bin seals or rubber seals are tight at the base of the
unit since again if these are not good the efficiency of the unit will be
impaired.
5. Complete inspection of the top-shaking frame should be carried out as well as
inspection of the bags, as referred to on monthly checks. The main points to
check on the shaking frame is that the geared motor is securely fixed, the cam
on the end of the shaft is tight and the keyways locked, together with
inspection of the life lubricated push rod bearings for any signs of wear or
damage. Check all locking screws and nuts on the shaker mechanism for
tightness and alignment of the main push rod bearings.
6. The main top frame is driven by a common pair of flat members containing a
series of solid sleeve bearings located on to each of the cross tubes. These
bearings should be lightly lubricated with ordinary machine oil and the pins
securing them to the tubes should be checked for tightness.
7. Each of the cross tubes carries a series of formed bag support hooks, which are
tensioned with a locking nut on the top of each tube. These should be
tightened to keep bags lightly tensioned when in the highest position. Each of
the tubes is supported on a pillow block at each side of the unit. These again
are life lubricated and should be simply checked for damage and that their
holding pins are tight.
8. If the filter is fitted with explosion relief panels, check these seals and panels
if damaged contact supplier to supply replacement seal
9.

If the units are supplied with rotary valves check that these are working
efficiently by removing access door on the hopper. Inspect that the tongues of
the rotary valves are not badly worn. If these are badly worn air suction will
be reduced and you should contact the supplier for replacement.
10

The following items should be checked ANNUALLY:
1. Check that the air volume, and hence suction pressure, is still good. If this has
reduced noticeably then either filter cloth is blinded through high dust loadings or
the unit is not being shaken down regularly enough. If this is found to be so
repeat shaking sequence several times to release dust. If this does not improve
the situation, then filter tubes may need replacing. Contact supplier.
2. The COSHH tests should be carried out on approximately 14 monthly cycles to
ensure that the system is functioning correctly. This requires a test of the overall
exhaust volume on the system, together with inspection of various items of
equipment. This can be carried out by our engineers and should you require further
details please contact us at Dustair Limited.

NOTES ON REPLACING FILTER TUBES
The design of the filter element fixing and frame and associated clamps was changed
in approximately 1990. As a consequence older filter units may be structured
differently to those shown in the standard maintenance details. On this basis details
are enclosed for fixing both filters to old and new filters, the type of which as be easily
ascertained from a visual inspection.
When any filter tube is replaced it is essential that they are securely fixed into the tube
holding plate or, on the older spigot types, securely clipped to the upstand spigot. The
tubes must then be hooked onto the main support at high level and adjusted to give
light tension with the adjustment screw on each hook. On the new type of tube
having the expanded spring cuff on its base these are fitted by compressing spring
slightly, fitting the filter cuff through the hole and allowing it to expand into the tube
plate, using the spring as the expanding force. There is a top and bottom spring and
the plate should sit tightly between these two when the tubes have been fitted. If
these are not inserted correctly, then dust can pass through from the dirty to clean side
of the filter.
To remove the old filters, again these are compressed to collapse the bottom of the
cuff and removed by lifting upwards. After the unit has been fitted with new filter
tubes run for several hours and then inspect the clean side of the filter for any dust
escape.

NOTE !!!!!
Do not remove the old filter bags until checks have been carried out to ensure that the
new filter bags are the correct dimensions to suit the filtration unit.
Run the unit under dust load and inspect inside casing after several hours running to
see if there is any indications of dust leakage through the filter element (tears or
faults), or if there are any leaks between the filter element flange and the main seal
plate of the unit.
11
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FILTER MEDIA INSTALLATION
PRE-COATING/CONDITIONING PROCEDURE (when applicable)
Pre-coat/conditioning material should be introduced into a dust collection system
upstream of both the fan and the filter unit. Welding a 3” or 4” diameter pipe coupling
into the duct as close as possible to the entry to the filter unit is the best way. In a
negative pressure system (suction) hopper access ports may also be used.
The pipe coupling on this particular system is located on the inlet duct, just prior to
entry into the top of the filter unit.
Pre-coating Guidelines for Collectors with a Full Set of New Filters
(usually applicable to cartridge units only).
1.

With the fan running, the cleaning system off, and the process off,
introduce pre-coat/conditioning material into the system via the hose and
shut-off damper arrangement on the side of the air inlet duct. Please note
that this hose connection is intended solely for the purpose of pre-coating
of the filter media and the shut-off damper must be in the closed position
during normal operation. As this pre-coat/conditioning media has a
tendency to agglomerate, any lumps that form must be broken up by hand
using latex gloves or similar. IMPORTANT – When handling the precoat/conditioning material it is recommended to wear a respirator mask of
filter class FFP1 according to DIN safety data sheet.

2.

With fan running, but cleaning system remaining off, bring the process online.

3.

Operate under normal conditions and allow differential pressure across the
filters to reach 8” w.g. (2000 pascals).

4.

Turn the cleaning system on. Do not switch off for at least 8 hours in order
that the pre-coat/conditioning media does not become dislodged and fall
into the dust collection hopper.

5.

Monitor differential pressure across the collector. It may be possible to
reduce the frequency and/or duration of cleaning and maintain adequate
differential pressure. This may extend filter media life.
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CENTRIFUGAL FAN MAINTENANCE & INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS
NOTE!
In most standard filter applications the fans are an integral part of the unit,
usually located on the top face of the unit, directly driven by a 2-pole electric
motor the size of which will have been chosen to suit the specific intended
application and duct system resistance. However, larger applications may
include independent fan units that will need to be maintained separately, the
generic details for which follow here:

Basic Installation Instructions For Centrifugal Fan Units
Correct installation, proper operation and preventative maintenance are essential to
obtain the most efficient, dependable performance from your equipment. It is assumed
the design criteria and selection of the fan type will have been done correctly to suit
the requirements of the process by a suitably qualified engineer. In some
circumstances additional care must also be taken to ensure the arrangement of the
fan(s) in the process is such as not to affect the efficiency or operation of the fan(s).
This includes but is not limited to the inlet and outlet configuration, the starting
procedure and electrical controls, control or prevention of contra rotation in parallel or
series arrangement of multiple fans, effects of pollutant or contamination within the
air stream etc. In any areas where these criteria may be present referral to for approval
by the original manufacturer will be required. Installation of the equipment where
these criteria are ignored may have an effect upon the warranty of the equipment.
The following instructions are intended to assist in installing and maintaining the
equipment plus reducing shutdown periods and hence lower expenditure on repairs
and replacement of worn parts whilst also helping to prevent breakdowns.

1

GENERAL
For normal applications there are three types of centrifugal fan, they are as
follows:

1) RM-FANS
(Vee-belt drive)

2) MM-FANS
(Coupling drive)
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3) M-FANS
(Impeller mounted on
motor shaft)

2
2.1

HANDLING & STORAGE
HANDLING
The Fan/Equipment should always be handled very carefully to prevent
damage. It is particularly important to avoid dropping or jarring.
Always lift the fan from the base frame or from the special lifting
points when provided in order to reduce the straining of the equipment
to a minimum. Never lift from the shaft, impeller or inlet flange.
NOTE: lifting points may be for casing top removal only, not for lifting
of whole fan. See Fig. 1a, 1b & Fig.2a and 2b.
On delivery the Fan/Equipment should be thoroughly inspected for any
damage that may have occurred in transit and any findings reported
immediately. No liability can be accepted for damage incurred after
delivery has been made.
On large fans where the equipment is despatched in parts, the
following precautions must be observed:(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)

When lifting the impeller in general, try to avoid slinging
by blades or side plate. Do not jerk and protect against
sling damage. For example, if shaft is not fitted, arrange
slings on either side of the impeller by means of a
supporting bar through the hub, or if the shaft is fitted and
extends through the impeller, two slings should be used,
one either side.
On overhung impeller arrangements when shaft is in
position, place sling around shaft close to back plate and
another sling around side plate to balance.
Always protect the shaft from the sling. Scratching or
bruising of journals must be strictly avoided.
Do not lower the impeller violently on to the floor and
when standing it on edge, the weight should be taken on
the side of the back plate.
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2.2

STORAGE
When fans are to be stored or installed for a length of time before
running, special care should be taken over the following points:(a)
They should be adequately protected against the
elements, special care being given to the bearings,
motors and rotating parts.
(b)
Turn the rotating parts of the fan at regular intervals
(every two weeks) so as to avoid the possibility of
indentation of the fan bearings. Ensure that the impeller
finishes 180˚ from its former position.
(c)
Never leave fans stationary for any length of time
adjacent to vibrating machinery as this can cause
brinelling of the bearings and serious shaft damage.

3 INSTALLATION
3.1

FOUNDATIONS
(a)

(b)

Reinforced concrete is recommended as the best type of
foundation for the fan.
The minimum weight of concrete should be approximately five
times the combined weight of all rotating parts, or two to three
times the dead weight of the whole fan/motor assembly,
whichever is the greater.
Steel supports can be used but must be substantial and well
braced in all directions.
A rigid level foundation is essential for the smooth, trouble free
quiet operation. The minimum natural frequency of any parts of
the structure must be 50% higher than the greatest running
speed of the fan/motor assembly.
Before erection, foundations should always be checked to the
specific fan arrangement drawing, as follows:
Concrete foundations
Check height and ensure there is the required grouting
allowance between foundations and fan base. Check location of
HD bolt pockets. The location of plinths should be checked in
relation to the fan layout drawing. Use steel packers to obtain
correct height of fan, the packers should be approximately the
same width as the base plate or pedestal flange and placed close
to HD bolts.
Support steelwork
Steelwork levels should be checked (including holes in the
various beams). The steelwork should be level and rigid. Make
certain that all bolts are tight. Welded supporting structures are
preferable.
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3.2

ERECTION INSTRUCTIONS
Mount fans onto foundations (using steel packers in the case of
concrete foundations), and fix in position using all the foundation bolts
provided. Avoid
Strain on fan casing by tightening the foundation bolts a few turns each
in rotation. The fan motor shafts should be perfectly level and checked
with a spirit level gauge. If necessary, after the setting of the concrete,
the foundation bolts should be re-tightened and the fan and motor
shafts re-checked to see that they are level.
The gap between the inlet cone and the impeller should be checked by
rotating the impeller by hand to see that they do not foul each other. If
necessary, this should be corrected by means of shims positioned under
the bearing feet, or if the fan case is twisted, the support points should
be shimmed.
For cold fans the cone should be set central with the impeller eye, but
for hot fans an allowance has to be made for rise of casing relative to
shaft. Dimensions A & B are supplied by us on a setting drawing.

CONE SETTING (HOT GAS FANS ONLY)

On high efficiency fans it is essential that the axial relationship of the
impeller and cone is correct, otherwise the fan performance will be
affected.
Check whether or not the bearings have been lubricated.
Further points to note:
a)

The foundation/HD bolts, when in concrete should be left after
initial grouting for 4/5 days to allow full hardening and then
fully tightened. If the foundation bolts are into steel they can be
tightened down evenly, immediately the fan is deemed level.
18

b)
c)

d)

Connecting ductwork must not be tightened to a fan until it is
fully bolted down securely.
In order to relieve the fan casing from supporting the weight of
the connecting ducts and to cater for thermal expansion (on
high temperature applications) it is recommended that flexible
connectors are fitted on fan inlet and outlet flanges.
Inferior concrete foundations or grouting can be an inherent
cause of fan vibration.
Make sure a plinth is secured with reinforcing bars into
concrete floor.

3.3

VIBRATION-FREE ASSEMBLY
For an optimum vibration free installation the whole fan assembly
should be mounted on Anti-Vibration mountings, as shown in sketch
below. Equal loading on these units can be obtained by ensuring equal
compression on each unit. Adjust clearance „a‟ between fan frame and
base

It is essential in this case that inlet and outlet flexible connectors are
used.
3.4

DIRECT COUPLED FANS
The two coupling halves should be correctly fitted to the fan and motor
shaft, and the motor placed on the bearing pedestal so that the gap
between the two couplings halves is the same as is indicated on the Fan
drawing.
The motor should be perfectly aligned with the fan shaft and the gap
between the two coupling halves should be the same in all directions.
If necessary shims should be fitted under the motor feet. After
tightening the motor holding down bolts, the alignment of the coupling
should be checked again.

19

3.5

VEE-BELT DRIVEN FANS
The drive and driven pulleys should be fitted on the motor and fan
shafts in accordance with the instructions (see separate details).
The motor should be placed on the slide rails on the fan base frame and
the vee-belts fitted. The vee-belt drive should now be aligned in
accordance with the manufacturers instructions (see separate details).
When the motor and slide rails are in the correct position the fan base
frame can be drilled and tensioned in accordance with the
manufacturers instructions (see separate details).
Note: Turn drive shaft slowly whilst tensioning the belt.
Fit drive guard.

3.6

FITTING THE PULLEYS
Fig 1. Clean and degrease all bare surfaces.
Fit bush in pulley, align holes and fit screws but do not tighten.
Fig 2. Push pulley with bush onto shaft and tighten screws.
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3.7

INSTALLATION & OPERATION OF BELT DRIVES

INSTALLATION AND TAKE – UP ALLOWANCE
TABLE
Installation Allowance
BELT
Take up
allowanc
PITCH
Z
A
B
C
e
LENGTH SPZ SPA SPB SPC
410 to
480
530 to
830
850 to
1160
1170 to
1500
1510 to
1830
1840 to
2170
2180 to
2830
2840 to
3500
3520 to
4160
4170 to
5140
5220 to
6150
6180 to
7420
7500 to
8500
8880 to
10170
10670 to
12500

3) Compare this force with value in table opposite.

10
20
30
40
20

A=span P=force X=deflection
If the measured force falls within the values given the drive
tension should be satisfactory. A measured force below the
lower value indicates under tensioning. A new drive should
be tensioned to the higher value to allow for the normal drop
in tension during the running in period. After the drive has
been running for a few hours the tension should be checked
and re-adjusted to the higher value. The drive should then be
subsequently tensioned at regular maintenance intervals.
Make adequate provision for tensioning the belts during
their life. The minimum take up is given in the table
opposite.

50
25

60
75
30
95
50

115
140
170
205

TENSIONING FORCES
Force Required to deflect belt
16mm per metre of span
Belt
Small
Kilogram
Section
pulley
Newton
force
diameter
(N)
(Kgf)
(mm)
67 to
1.0 to
10 to 15
95
1.5
SPZ
100 to
1.5 to
15 to 20
140
2.0
100 to
2.0 to
20 to 27
132
2.7
SPA
140 to
2.8 to
28 to 35
200
3.5
160 to
3.5 to
35 to 50
224
5.1
SPB
236 to
5.1 to
50 to 65
315
6.6
224 to
6.1 to
60 to 90
355
9.2
SPC
375 to
90 to
9.2 to
560
120
12.2
56 to
0.5 to
Z
5 to 7.5
100
0.8
80 to
1.0 to
A
10 to 15
140
1.5
125 to
2.0 to
B
20 to 30
200
3.1
200 to
4.1 to
C
40 to 60
400
6.1

245
290
345
All dimensions are in millimetres

INSTALLATION
Clean any oil and grease from pulleys remove
any rust or burrs from grooves.
Reduce the centre distances until belts can be
put into the pulley grooves without forcing (see
table above).
Make sure the pulleys are correctly aligned and
that the shafts are parallel.
Place belts into the pulley grooves and tension
the drive.
TENSIONING
The high performance of modern belts,
particularly wedge, cannot be achieved without
correct tensioning. To check tension proceeds
as follows:
1) Measure the span length
2) At the centre of the span apply a force at
right angles to the belt to deflect one belt
16mm per metre of span length
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MATCHED SETS
A code number 50 indicates that the actual belt pitch length coincides with the nominal
length. Each 2mm variation from the nominal length is represented by one unit. SPB 3550
Wedge Belts for example, measure 3550 mm pitch length and could be coded:
50 indicates nominal length + or – 1mm
51 indicates nominal length + or + 3mm
The code number is printed on the outside circumference of the belt close to the label.
Care should be taken to ensure that matched sets fall within the following limits:
Belt Length
Code Spread
Up to 1890 mm
1
1900 to 3190
2
3200 to 4890
3
4900 to 6990
4
Over 7000
5
JOCKEY PULLEYS
If jockey pulleys are to be used on Wedge-Belt drives the must be fitted with a grooved
pulley bearing on the inside of the drive preferably on the slack side.
The pulley should be positioned as close as possible to the large pulley.
Flat jockey pulleys, bearing on the outside of the drive are permissible only with Vee and
not with Wedge-Belts.
They should be positioned within one third of the centre distances from the drive.
The jockey pulley must be at least the same diameter as the small pulley of the drive.
Jockey pulley movement can only be determined by laying out the drive scale. It must
allow for passing the belts over the outside diameter of one of the pulleys on installation
and should also allow for belt stretch during life of 3%
Note that appropriate alteration to the service factor should be made in the design of
drive.
STORAGE
Vee-Belts should be stored in a dry stockroom and contact with hot pipes and direct
sunlight carefully avoided. Where possible hang the belts loosely in single (or triple)
coils. Always avoid tying them tightly with thin string.
GUARDS
Where guards are necessary it is desirable to use the wire mesh type to permit adequate
ventilation.
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ALIGNMENT
Good alignment of pulleys is important otherwise the belt flanks will wear quickly. The

dotted lines emphasize the faults by indicating the correct position.
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4 RUNNING
4.1

STARTING-UP FANS

Important note: Where two or more fans are installed on a common extraction
system BOTH FANS MUST BE STARTED TOGETHER TO AVOID
CONTRA-ROTATION OF THEIR IMPELLERS. Alternative measures may be
employed to prevent contra-rotation, such as anti-rollback bearing(s) on the
fans, or shut-off damper(s) that open only after both fans are running. These
systems should be automatic.
Fans which normally operate at high temperatures may overload their
driving motors if they operate at low temperatures with dampers fully
opened. Therefore high temperature fans must be started with dampers
closed and as the damper is opened a check must be made on the motor
ammeter to prevent overloading of the motor, and all holding down bolts
are tight.
Before starting any fan for the first time, or after overhaul, check that all
debris is removed from inside of fan and ducting and that impeller is free
to rotate.
Also check the direction of rotation of the drive motor.
When starting fan proceeds as follows:
(a) Make sure bearings and couplings are filled to correct level with
recommended lubricant.
(b) Ascertain that fan damper is closed for a high temperature installation.
(c) Ensure that Vee-belts are correctly aligned and tensioned.
(d) Ascertain that all shaft, coupling, vee-belt and inlet guards are fitted.
(e) On applications where the inlet damper is to be modulated, it is
recommended that the damper be opened and shut prior to start-up to
ensure satisfactory operation of the control linkages and the power
cylinder/ motor
(f) START UP DRIVE MOTOR#
(g) During the first 4-hours of funning check the temperature of the
bearings. These should not exceed 80˚C. If they do check bearing and
drive alignment, also check bearing races for rough spots and exchange
bearing if need be.
(h) Listen to noises from fan casing to ensure that inlet cone is not
catching the impeller.
(i) Check power consumption of fan, and if high the fan damper should be
closed to give the correct value.
(j) The tension in vee-belts should be checked again after approximately
15 hours running time.
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CONTROL
When damper control is provided:
(a) “Increase fan output” by opening damper
(b) “Reduce fan output” by closing damper
4.2

SHUTTING DOWN
(a) Stop fan drive motor using the installed electrical controls.
(b) Do not attempt to access the fan, drive or extraction system until all
moving parts have come to rest.

4.3

RUNNING IRREGULARITY
The impellers are dynamically balanced before delivery and should
therefore run smooth. If, however, running in irregularities occur in spite
of this, there could be different causes:
(a) Dust deposits on the impeller (unevenly distributed)
Remedy – Clean impeller thoroughly.
(b) The impeller blades have been irregularly eroded by the action of the
dust.
Remedy – Re-balance under operational conditions by means of
portable balancing equipment.
(c) Wear and tear of the blades of impeller has progressed to such an
extent that a smooth running condition of the fan can no longer be
obtained
Remedy - Dismantle the impeller and fit a new or spare impeller.
Investigate the possibilities o having the worn/damaged impeller
repaired.
Note – For process plants, where any down time must be kept to a
minimum a COMPLETE SPARE SHAFT AND IMPELLER
ASSEMBLY IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED (or even a stand-by
fan).
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5.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE DURING OPERATION
(See separate details for fan bearing lubrication)

5.1

EVERY SHIFT
Check that fan bearings are cool.

5.2

EVERY WEEK
On fans operating under severe conditions, i.e. Those fitted in particular to
DUAL COLLECTORS, it is essential to inspect (and clean as necessary)
the fan impeller for signs of „dust‟ build up on the blades, shroud and back
plate at regular intervals, otherwise „out of balance‟ will result. It is
recommended that this is carried out at least once a week, unless service
experience dictates the shorter/longer intervals are necessary to keep
vibration levels to a minimum.

5.3

EVERY MONTH
Sparingly grease damper bearings and linkages (where fitted with nipples)
and give damper operating gear a full turn.

5.4

EVERY SIX MONTHS
Refer to drive motor manufacturers maintenance instructions and lubricate
accordingly.

5.5

EVERY YEAR
At least once a year it is advisable to attend to the following (fans
operating under severe conditions should be inspected more regularly as
experience dictates).
(a) EXAMINE IMPELLER (remove all traces of deposit before carrying
out this examination). Should there be evidence of severe abrasion, the
impeller should be repaired or replaced. If there is no severe abrasion
and the impeller is to be used again without repairs, check for balance.
An impeller that has been repaired should always be balanced before
re-use. Balancing on site can be done if necessary.
(b) EXAMINE FAN CASINGS and INLET CONES for signs of wear.
(c) EXAMINE DAMPER VANE CONTROL ASSEMBLY where fitted
for wear of vanes, spiders, bearings, etc., and replace as necessary.
(d) EXAMINE BEARINGS AND COUPLINGS and make adjustments or
replacements and re-lubricate where necessary.
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(e) CHECK POSITION OF IMPELLER in casing, level of fan shaft and
alignment of driving unit and make adjustments where necessary.
(f) TIGHTEN ALL H.D. BOLTS in casings, pedestals and base plates.
(g) REFER to drive motor manufacturing maintenance instructions and act
accordingly.
5.6

EVERY TWO YEARS
Strip bearings, clean and re-pack with grease. See “Bearing” section.

6.

FAULT FINDING

VIBRATION
If a fan is allowed to run for long periods in an unbalanced state, either the impeller
shaft or bearings will sustain damage, and out of balance should be corrected as soon
as possible. Causes of vibration and suggested remedies are given below.
CAUSES
(a) Deposit on impeller

(b) Misalignment of fan and driving unit
(c) Abrasion of impeller

(d) Bent fan shaft
(e) Slack HD bolts in bearings, base
plates or pedestals
(f) Inferior foundations, grouting or
structural supports
(g) Impeller damaged in transit or
erection

SUGGESTED REMEDY
a. In most cases deposit will be heaviest
on back of blades. This must be removed
and the impeller thoroughly cleaned with
a wire brush.
b. Correct the alignment
c. Impeller wear may cause out of balance
even though wear is not sufficiently
severe to justify replacement of repairs.
Re-balance impeller in position.
d. Shaft should be replaced
e. Tighten all HD bolts and check
alignment
f. Refer to Installation section.
g. Rectify any obvious damage and rebalance impeller in position. If badly
damaged consult us.

A table of guidance for troubleshooting is shown on the next page.
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PRIED OVER PULLEYS
CONTACT W/OBSTRUCTION

O
O

INSUFFICIENT TENSION
STALLED DRIVE PULLEY

O

CONSTANT SLIPPAGE

O

ROUGH PULLEYS

O O
O
O

O
O

SUBSTANDARD PULLEYS
EXCESSIVE TENSION
SHOCK LOAD

O

FOREIGN MATERIAL

O
O

EXCESSIVE DUST

O
O
O

O

DRIVE MISALIGNMENT
WORN PULLEYS
EXCESSIVE VIBRATION

O

HIGH AMBIENT TEMP.

O
O

EXCESSIVE TENSION
DRIVE UNDERBELLED

O
O
O
O

EXCESSIVE OIL
EXPOSURE TO ELEMENTS

O
O
O

PROBLEM
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COVER \&
SWELL

WEATHERIN
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SPIN BURN

ENVELOPE
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UNEVEN
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PLY
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HARDENING
&
PREMATURE
CRACKING
BELTS
TURJNOVER

BELT
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BELTS TOO
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INSTALLATI
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EXCESSIVE
VIBRATION

BELTS TOO
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INSTALLATI
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MISMATCHE
D BELTS AT
INSTALLATI
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O

PROBABLE
CAUSES

DAMAGED TENSILE MEMBER

O
O
O

INCORRECT BELTS
INCORRECT DIRVE SETUP
INSUFFICIENT TAKE UP

O
O
O
O

IMPROPER MATCHING
MIXED OLD & NEW BELTS
NON PARALLEL SHAFTS
DIFFERENT MANUFACTURERS

SOLUTION
O
O

O
O
O

O

O

O
O
O
O O
O

O

O

O
O
O

O

O
O

O
O

O

O O O
O

O
O
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LUBRICATE PROPERLY
CLEAN PULLEYS AND BELT
REPLACE BELTS
PROVIDE PROTECTION
INSTALL PROPERLY
CHECK FOR BELT LENGTH
REMOVE OBSTRUCTION
TENSION PROPERLEY
FREE PULLEYS
REPLACE PULLEYS
FILE SMOOTH

O

REDESIGN DRIVE
OPERATE PROPERLY

O

ALIGN DRIVE
PROVIDE VENTILATION

7

LUBRICATION INSTRUCTIONS
For self aligning ball or roller fan bearings
Two types of Plummer Block housings are used:
(a) Without grease volume governor (these are supplied without grease nipples)
(b) With grease volume governor (these are supplied with grease nipples)

7.1

FOR BEARINGS WITHOUT “GREASE VOLUME GOVERNORS”
(See separate instructions)

7.2

FOR BEARINGS WITH “GREASE VOLUME GOVERNORS”
The frequency of rolling bearing re-lubrication is function of speed and
temperature. If too much replenishment grease is put in to the assembly, the
churning action of the rotating bearing becomes more intense entailing higher
operating temperatures that can reach a prohibitive level. This undesirable
condition is avoided by providing the Plummer Block housings with a Grease
Volume Governor Valve, which enables the excess and spent grease to be
automatically extruded from the housing.
Whereas with Plummer blocks without grease volume governors (the original
amount of grease packed in to the cavities besides the bearing should fill them by
about one third) a Plummer block equipped with a grease volume governor valve
requires a more complete fill of grease. In this case both the bearing and the
adjacent housing cavities should be packed to capacity. Shortly after the bearing
is started the excess grease will extrude itself from the housing: a grease deposit
will be seen by the pedestal.
One hour after initial operation the bearing should be greased with triple the
amount of a normal grease replenishment, and this should be repeated after a
further 24 hours of operation.
This sort of flushing is also recommended when the fan has been standing idle for
a long time and is again put into operation.
The recommended replenishment quantity of grease is given below.
After the running-in period re-lubrication should be carried out at intervals given.
The grease should be put in whilst fan is running.
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A good quality lithium based grease should be used. Suitable well known brands include
the following
SHELL ALVANIA 3.
SHELL ALVIANIA RA.
B.P. ENERGREASE LS 3.
ESSO BEACON 3.
MOBIL MOBILUX 3.
CASTROL SHEEROL AP 3.
CENTRY LUPUS A2.
TEXACO REGAL STARFAX PREMIUM 3.
Occasionally, due to special operating conditions, we recommend oil instead of grease for
ball and roller bearings. In such cases, suitable oils are:For fans handling atmospheric air:MOBIL DTE LIGHT.
SHELL VITREA 25.
CENTURY WLC OIL.
B.P. ENERGOL HL.65.
For fans handling warm gas where the bearing temperature may be up to 93oC:MOBIL DTE HEAVY MEDIUM.
SHELL VITREA 33.
CENTURY WLC OIL.
B.P. ENERGOL HL. 100.
For fans handling hot gases where the bearing temperature may be up to 150oC:MOBIL EXTRA HECLA SUPER CYLINDER.
SHELL VALVATA J. 77.
CENTURY SH. 600.
B.P. ENERGOPL DC. 700.
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MOTOR MAINTENANCE
Totally enclosed, fan cooled moors, corresponding to the British Standard Range are
normally fitted, and detailed maintenance instructions should be obtained from the
manufacturers. The following general notes are given for guidance only.
Provided that the fan is installed in an area reasonably clear of dust, oil and grease,
cleaning should only be necessary at infrequent intervals. Dust may be removed by means
of a vacuum cleaner after removal of end shields of the motor. Alternatively, a lowpressure air blast may be used taking care to avoid damaging insulation. High-pressure
air is to be avoided as dust may be blown further into ventilating ducts and intersticks
where it packs tight, and cannot be removed. Petrol, trichlorethylene, or carbon
tetrachloride may be used , BUT sparingly to prevent the solvent damaging insulation by
removing varnish. The solvent must not come into contact with rubber-insulated leads,
such as those between windings and the terminal block.
It is general practice for motors fitted with ball and roller bearings to be despatched from
the Works with bearing housings correctly filled with grease. Under normal conditions,
this is sufficient to last for two years, providing there is no grease leakage. The exact type
of grease varies from manufacturer, but in all cases a good grade of lithium-base grease is
used.
For re-lubrication purposes, Shell Alvania 3 grease is recommended. As mixture of
grease does not always give good results, it is recommended that the old grease be
thoroughly cleaned out before the first re-lubrication, and from then, the same grade or
brand of grease be subsequently used.
Avoid over filling bearing housings, this can result in overheated bearings, chemical
breakdown of the grease and subsequent bearing failure.
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Dustair Ltd

Engineers in
Dust ~ Fume
and Ventilation
systems

REGISTERED No. 925805 ENGLAND
REGISTERED OFFICE
UNIT 13~PEDMORE IND. EST.~PEDMORE RD~BRIERLEY HILL
WEST MIDLANDS DY5 1TJ

Tel: 044 + (0) 1384 76662 / 77716
Fax: 044 + (0) 1384 77227

Email:sales@dustair.co.uk

E.C. DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
THE MANUFACTURER / DISTRIBUTOR:Dustair Limited
Unit 13, Pedmore Industrial Estate,
Pedmore Rd, Brierley Hill,
West Midlands, DY5 1TJ, UK.
Herewith declares that the product described below complies with the relevant Health and
Safety requirements of the U.K. Supply of Machinery (Safety)Regulations 1992 as
amended by the Supply of Machinery (Safety Amendment) Regulations 1994 and EEC.
Directive 89/392 EEC as amended by Directive 91/368 EEC , 93/44/EEC, 93/68 EEC
and 98/37/EC.
The product has been identified, labeled and assembled with C.E. Mark in compliance
with the above directives.

Product Description.
DESCRIPTION:

Tubular dry filter unit

MODEL (If Applicable):
SERIAL/CONTRACT No.

E

/ WO

Applicable Transposed Harmonised Standard:- N/A.
National Standards: For Fans: BS5304 & BS3042.
N/A for other equipment.
Signed on behalf of Dustair Ltd.

----------------------------Director

--------------------Name
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---------------------------Date

FAN BALANCING CERTIFICATE
WE HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE ROTOR DESCRIBED
BELOW HAS BEEN BALANCED TO GRADE G2.5 / G6.3
BS.6861 PART 1 1987/ISO 1940/1 – 1986
BFL ORDER NO:

SERIAL NO:

CLIENT: DUSTAIR LTD

CLIENTS O/No:

ROTOR DESCRIPTION:
BALANCING SPEED:
MACHINE TYPE: HOFFMAN CEMB ZE
SERIAL No:
CALIBRATION DATE:

SIGNED:

DUE:

A HARVEY

POSITION: DIRECTOR
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DATE:

COMMISSIONING REPORT
Commissioning is the responsibility of the supplier of the equipment to the end user
DESIGN PARAMETERS
Machine type:

Dustair Tubular type dry bag dust filter unit

Reference / contract No.:

E

/ WO

Approximate filter area:

m2 (

Design duty:

m3/s (

sq. feet)
cfm)

Design pressure loss across unit:

1000 Pa (4” H2O)

Fan design duty (incl. filter loss):

m3/s @

Pa (

cfm @

TEST RESULTS
Static pressure, inlet side of filters:

Pa (

“ H2O)

Static pressure, outlet side of filters:

Pa (

“ H2O)

Static pressure at furthest end of „index‟ run:

Pa (

“ H2O)

Total air flow rate:

m3/s (

COMMENTS

Commissioning test performed by:
Date of test:
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cfm)

“ H2O)

Filter unit & LEV system log
Machine type:

Dustair Tube type dry bag dust filter unit

Reference / contract No.:

E

/ WO

Date of commissioning:

This log is intended for the end user to record any defects found and/or maintenance work
performed on either the dust extraction filter unit or the associated ductwork system.

Performed
by

Details
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